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Action/Adventure
*FLAT TOP Sterling Hayden plays the
steel-nerved Commander Dan Collier, who
trains WWII Navy carrier pilots while battling
the kind but overly soft Lieutenant Joe Rodgers
(Richard Carlson). This war classic employs
actual newsreel footage to add a gripping
sense of realism to each epic battle. 85
minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95
Item #6645003
$9.95
THIS REVOLUTION Widescreen. A
no-holds-barred look at the news media, this
timely, hard-hitting film tells the story of a
photojournalist caught between success and
ethics. Rosario Dawson plays a political
radical whose allegiance to her cause is tested
when chaos turns to violence. Rated R. CC. 94
minutes. Screen Media Films.
Item #6725708
$4.95
GHOST RIDER Widescreen. Johnny Blaze
(Nicholas Cage) was only a teenaged stunt
biker when he sold his soul to the devil
(Peter Fonda.) Years later, Johnny is a
world-renowned daredevil by day, but at
night he becomes the Ghost Rider of Marvel
Comics legend. CC. 110 m inutes.
Columbia.
Item #2980290
$4.95
*KID WEST Widescreen. Harper is a
precious 12 year-old on the lookout for
adventure. She enlists the help of a gang of
colorful characters to protect a mystical
treasure from falling into the hands of a gang
of bullies. A fun-filled family adventure for
kids with a healthy dose of adventure for
adults! Stars Mary Bair. 68 minutes. Mill
Creek. Pub. at $14.98
Item #2888211
$9.95
DIRECT ACTION/RETROGRADE/DIRECT
CONTACT Widescreen. Three movies
starring action superstar Dolph Lundgren. In
Direct Action Lundgren is a veteran cop
falsely accused in a deadly drug scam and
must prove his innocence. Retrograde–The
year is 2204 and Lundgren leads a team of
time travelers back in time to save humans
from extinction. In Direct Contact Lundgren
is an ex-U.S. Special Forces operative imprisoned in Russia
fighting for his freedom. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours
on two DVDs. First Look.
Item #6837875
$4.95

Action/Adventure

Action/Adventure

DYNAMITE WARRIOR Widescreen. Zieng is
a young warrior fueled by grief and bent on
revenge after witnessing the murder of his
parents. The only information he has about the
killer is that he is a tattoo-covered man who is
part of an organized group of cattle rustlers. So
begins his quest for justice. Not Rated. CC. 99
minutes. Magnolia Home Entertain.
Item #6675565
$5.95
*HELGA: She Wolf of Stilberg Experience
the notorious 1978 women in prison classic! In
exotic South Africa, Helga lords over a castle of
female political prisoners who are stripped and
tortured mercilessly. Hope comes in the form
of local rebels who help the women fight back
against their captors and wicked mistress.
Adults only. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95
Item #4640845
$11.95
*THE DEVIL DOGS OF KILO COMPANY
A company of marines deep behind enemy
lines on a top secret mission are out
manned and out gunned as they fight their
way to Hell and back leaving a path of death
and destruction in their wake. 70 minutes.
Shami Media. Pub. at $19.95
Item #6943020
$14.95
THE BLACK RIDER: Revelation Road
Josh McManus (David A. R. White), a quiet
drifter with a knack for fighting, finds
himself in a dangerous border-town at the
edge of the Wild Lands. The town’s mayor
(James Denton) sends Josh on a mission to
find the mysterious “Shepherd.” Is the
Shepherd a true prophet of God or a cult
leader? Josh will discover the truth in this
action-packed adventure. CC. 112 minutes. Pure Flix.
Item #6989063
$5.95
*LONG JOHN SILVER In this sequel to
Treasure Island, Long John Silver turns up on a
British Caribbean island where he hears that
rival pirate Mendoza has taken the ship
carrying the governor’s daughter and his
young friend Jim Hawkins. Silver hopes to get
a new ship, and go back for more treasure. 106
minutes. Imdfilm. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2820056
$11.95

*LISBON Widescreen. For Captain Robert
John Evans (Ray Milland), smuggling black
market goods is nothing out of the ordinary.
But he’s hired by Aristides Mavros (Claude
Rains) for a more involved job–sneaking an
imprisoned American out of communist
controlled territory. The job becomes more
dangerous when he meets the prisoner’s
sultry wife (Maureen O’Hara). 90 minutes.
Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
Item #2824531
$14.95
MY BEST ENEMY Widescreen. In the lead
up to WWII, as Nazi Germany sought to
annex Austria through political allegiance
and extend its grip across Europe, a secret is
uncovered by the Secret Service that could
change the course of the war. Stars Moritz
B1eibtreu, Georg Friedrich and Ursula
Strauss. 106 minutes. Phase 4 Films.
Item #6907555
$2.95
*OLD IRONSIDES Fullscreen. This grand
adventure on the high seas follows a ragtag
group that embarks on a thrilling
unexpected journey that lands them in the
middle of the Barbary pirate war, with little
hope of escape in this 1926 silent film.
Stars Wallace Berry, Esther Ralston, George
Bancroft and Charles Farrell. In B&W. 114
minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
Item #2822164
$14.95
RIVERS 9 Widescreen. Struggling to make
ends meet while caring for his younger
sister, Jake Rivers has had nothing but bad
luck since the Molichan Tribal Casino
descended on his town. Outmatched but not
outclassed, he enlists a band of lovable,
low-tech misfits to plan the heist of the
century. Stars Vinnie Jones, Jamie Kennedy,
Elizabeth Rohm and C. Thomas Howell. Not
Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. E One.
Item #4621239
$3.95
GENTLEMEN EXPLORERS In this
Steampunk epic set in the Old West, Marcus
“Riley” O’Riley and his partner The Magician
are freelance explorers who specialize in the
retrieval of folklore objects. Their latest target:
a powerful pistol from one of the Brothers
Grimm fairy tales, the Infinity Pistol. 91
minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95
Item #6938361
$4.95
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Action/Adventure
DEAD DROP Widescreen. After surviving a
fall from a plane 3,000 feet over the ocean, a
former CIA operative turned government
contractor (Luke Goss) infiltrates a
dangerous Mexican drug trafficking ring to
find his own killer. With his memory
unraveling, he descends into a murderous
rampage as he hunts the truth. Rated R. 89
minutes. VVS Films.
Item #6794475
$5.95
*ROLLING VENGEANCE Widescreen.
When a clan of drunken goons get off scot-free
after killing a young trucker’s family, the
trucker takes matters into his own hands,
building the ultimate monster truck to even the
score. Spitting flames, armed with a giant drill,
he tracks down the clan, one by one,
destroying anything or anyone that gets in his
way. Stars Don Michael Paul and Ned Beatty.
Rated R. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
Item #6872212
$14.95

Westerns
*IT CAN BE DONE AMIGO An outspoken
boy and a gunfighter-pimp save a drifter’s
life from hanging. The boy’s uncle dies,
leaving a house and some dry, useless land
to the boy. The dying uncle has obtained the
drifter’s promise to help the boy get what is
his in this 1972 western starring Jack
Palance. 109 minutes. Reel Vault.
Item #3856836
$7.95
*KEOMA Widescreen. The “Spaghetti
Western” masterpiece from the producer of
Django. Franco Nero portrays Keoma, a half
breed gunfighter weary of killing as a way of
life. But when he returns to his troubled
childhood home, Keoma is caught in a
savage battle between innocent settlers,
sadistic bandits and his vengeful half
brothers. Also stars Woody Strode and Olga
Karlatos. 101 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98
Item #2823039
$5.95

Westerns

Comedy

*DEADWOOD ‘76 The inhabitants of a
red-light town in the old west incorrectly
believe that the town’s newest citizen Billy
May is the infamous Billy the Kid. This Billy
is only interested in finding gold and living
in peace. However, that’s not what is in store
for poor Billy and the consequences prove
deadly. Stars Arch Hall Jr. Not Rated. 97
minutes. Imdfilm. Pub. at $14.95
Item #291784X
$9.95
*YOUNG PIONEERS Fullscreen. Young, in
love and just married, David (Roger Kern) and
Molly (Linda Purl) enthusiastically head for the
Dakota Territory to stake their claim and get to
work. But they quickly learn that life on the
prairie isn’t always easy and they must endure
everything from harsh winters, the birth of their
first child, to a swarm of grasshoppers. 97
minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2824647
$11.95

HANDSOME DEVIL Widescreen. Ned, the
bullied outsider, and Conor, the new boy
and star athlete, are forced to room together
in their boarding school. The two seem
destined to be enemies, until an English
teacher, Mr. Sherry, teaches them the value
of finding one’s own voice. But some don’t
appreciate this lesson–namely the rugby
coach. 95 minutes. Breaking Glass.
Item #6778720
$11.95
*SENIOR TRIP There’s a busload of
fun-loving high school seniors on its way to
New York City–so watch out New York! The
venerable Mickey Rooney and teenage
h e a r t t h ro b S c ot t B a i o st a r i n t h i s
freewheeling adventure that this senior
class–and Manhattan–will not soon forget.
96 minutes. New Star. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2950987
$11.95
*IT’S ONLY MONEY Widescreen. Lester
March (Jerry Lewis) is a 25-year-old orphan
who dreams of someday becoming a private
detective like his friend and role model Pete
Flint (Jesse White). When Lester learns that an
elderly owner of a successful electronic
empire is searching for the heir to her estate,
he decides to take on the case himself. In
B&W. 83 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6991890
$11.95
*THE GREAT SPY CHASE An infamous
arms dealer bequeaths his castle and a large
collection of his patents to his beautiful young
widow (Mireille Darc): patents that would give
their beholder an edge in the international
arms race. The French agent Legneaux (Lino
Ventura) is under orders to seduce the heiress
and retrieve the documents in this witty and
action-packed comedy. In B&W. In French
with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6991513
$11.95

Comedy
TOWN & COUNTRY F u l l sc re e n &
Widescreen. When revelations of his best
friend’s affair drive a wealthy architect to
question his own life and marriage, the two
pals go on a cross-country odyssey in
search of some meaning to their rapidly
disintegrating life. This romantic comedy
features an all-star cast: Warren Beatty,
Diane Keaton, Goldie Hawn, Andie
McDowell, Garry Shandling, Jenny Elfman, and Nastassja
Kinski. Rated R. CC. 105 minutes. Alliance.
Item #5857465
$4.95
THE 2 SIDES OF THE BED Widescreen.
Javier and Pedro live happily with their new
girlfriends, Marta and Raquel. Javier is
about to marry Marta, but he and Pedro are
unaware that Marta and Raquel are secretly
in love. When the boys find out, they are
sent into a roller coaster of hilarious
situations. In Spanish with English subtitles.
104 minutes. Mongrel Media.
Item #2819481
$4.95

Romance

Item #6989071

Item #5924049

Item #6976557

Romance
TO ROME WITH LOVE Widescreen. The
lives of lovers and fiancees, opera singers
and architects, the talented and the famous,
the youthful and the wise all intersect in this
magical ensemble comedy set in the streets
of Rome. Written, directed, and starring
Woody Allen, joined by Alec Baldwin,
Roberto Benigni, Penelope Cruz, Judy Davis,
Jesse Eisenberg, Greta Gerwig, and Ellen
Page. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures.
Item #2809842
$4.95

Item #2738325
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FINDING NORMAL The only thing standing
between Dr. Lisa Leland (Candace Cameron
Bure) and her wedding is a cross-country drive
from Los Angeles to Long Island. However, a
run in with the law in the rural town of Normal,
North Carolina leaves her with a choice–jail or
community service. Soon, she has her world
turned upside down by a man she would never
expect. CC. 90 minutes. Pure Flix.
$3.95
BECAUSE I SAID SO Widescreen. When it
comes to her three free-spirited daughters,
Daphne (Diane Keaton) is just your normal
over-protective, over-the-top mother.
Worried that her youngest daughter Millie
(Mandy Moore) will end up alone, Daphne
meddles in her love life until she does all the
wrong things for all the right reasons.
English SDH. 102 minutes. Universal.
$5.95
PARIS HOLIDAY Widescreen. Bob Hope
plays Robert Hunter, an actor traveling to Paris
to purchase a screenplay, only to find himself
mixed up with counterfeits. While Hunter has
his eye on diplomat Ann McCall (Martha
Hyer), a sexy spy named Zara (Anita Ekberg)
has her eye on the screenplay. 103 minutes.
Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95
Item #687083X
$7.95
*SO THIS IS NEW YORK Fullscreen.
Henry Morgan is using his recently obtained
inheritance to take a trip to 1910s New York
with his wife (Virginia Grey) and sister in law
(Dona Drake). Along the way, he encounters
numerous eccentric characters, all of them
scheming to court his sister in law to win a
slice of the inheritance. 1948. In B&W. 78
minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95
$9.95
JUST ONE NIGHT On the night before his
wedding, during a stopover in San Francisco,
Isaac Alder (Timothy Hutton), a young
professor, is fatefully thrown into the life of a
beautiful, married woman, Aurora (Maria
Grazia Cucinotta), when each of their taxicabs
collide. In one night, they will discover not only
the charm of a city, but also the true meaning of
love. 92 minutes. Image Entertainment.
$5.95

Dramas
SOLD Widescreen. Based on true stories,
this film tells the unforgettable tale of
Lakshmi, an extraordinary girl who risks
everything for freedom after being trafficked
from her mountain village in Nepal to a
prison brothel in India. The film gives a
voice to millions of children who disappear
every year. Stars David Arquette and Gillian
Anderson. 94 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.
Item #2785072
$4.95
THUMBSUCKER Widescreen. Meet Justin
Cobb (Lou Pucci), a teenager who still sucks
his thumb. Realizing it’s totally disrupting his
home, love and school life, he allows his
orthodontist (Keenu Reeves) to break him of
the habit through hypnosis. Justin begins to
experiment with drugs and sex to become
“normal,” never realizing normal is just a state
of mind. Rated R. 96 minutes. Sony Pictures.
Item #6925553
$3.95
*C O R N BR E A D , E A R L A ND M E
Widescreen. Laurence Fishburne III, Tierre
Turner, and Keith Wilkes star in a tale set
against the gritty urban sprawl of Chicago,
playing adolescent friends who are forced to
face adulthood when tragedy strikes. This
little-known 1974 gem also features
Rosalind Cash, Moses Gunn, Madge Sinclair
and Antonio Fargas. In B&W. 96 minutes.
Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95
Item #6986935
$9.95
*UNBRIDLED Widescreen. Sarah, a 16
year-old girl who has been abused and
emotionally abandoned is sent away to
Unbridled, an equine therapy ranch. There,
she meets Dreamer, a horse who has also
suffered abuse. Together, they walk a
difficult road and learn that family doesn’t
just happen, it’s made with hard work. Stars
Tea McKay and Eric Roberts. 100 minutes.
Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98
Item #2913755
$9.95
*BELLE EPOQUE Widescreen. Spain in
1931 is a politically divided nation and on
the brink of war. A Spanish military deserter
finds himself on a lonely farm, welcomed
into his home by the admiring land owner–a
home inhabited by the man’s four beautiful
daughters. While seeking refuge from the
chaos, he’ll find romance at every turn.
Stars Penelope Cruz. Rated R. In Spanish
with English subtitles. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6986528
$11.95

Dramas

Dramas

Dramas

*MARY SHELLEY Widescreen. The
real-life story of Mary Shelley is nearly as
fantastical as her fiction. Raised by a
renowned philosopher father (Stephen
Dillane) in 18th century London, Mary (Elle
Fanning) is a teenage dreamer determined
to make her mark on the world. English SDH.
120 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97
Item #2842750
$12.95
*THE LADY MUSKETEER Widescreen.
The year is 1660. Loyalties among the
people of France are divided between
church and state, Cardinal and King–each of
whom employs a private army. The Cardinal
(Gerard Depardieu) has guards. The King
boasts his Musketeers. But there is one
Musketeer who stands apart from the rest.
She has her mother’s stunning looks–and
her father’s legendary sword. English SDH. 175 minutes. Mill
Creek. Pub. at $14.98
Item #6881238
$5.95
*THE 6 DEGREES COLLECTION
Widescreen. It’s six degrees of sizzling hot
Bacon, Kevin Bacon that is, with this diverse
collection of films from the award winning
actor. Includes The Big Picture; Flatliners;
Hollow Man; Trapped; In the Cut; and Where
the Truth Lies. Most Rated R. Over 11 hours
on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98
Item #6871062
$9.95
*GREAT BALLS OF FIRE! Widescreen.
Dennis Quaid portrays rock ‘n’ roll legend
Jerry Lee Lewis in a film that traces his rise to
fame and scandalous personal life, including
his marriage to his 13 year-old cousin, Myra
(Winona Ryder). An inside look into the life of
a gifted artist and his Icarus-like rise in the
music world. Also stars Alec Baldwin. 108
minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6991491
$9.95
A PRIVATE MATTER Widescreen. Sherri
(Sissy Spacek) is pregnant and discovers that
the thalidomide she has taken can cause
severe birth defects. She and her husband
(Aidan Quinn) arrange for an abortion, but
when the press finds out, the fate of their
unborn child becomes the subject of national
outrage. 92 minutes. HBO.
Item #689111X
$4.95

*FEAST OF JULY Wide screen . A
mysterious young beauty (Embeth Davidtz)
searches hopelessly for the lover who
betrayed her. Weary and alone, she is
offered shelter by the Wainwright family,
whose handsome sons battle for her
affections. But just as she is ready to begin a
new life, her former lover unexpectedly
reappears to haunt her with secrets of their
past. Rated R. 116 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95
Item #6880452
$7.95
*MY SON JOHN Fullscreen. Director Leo
McCarey helms this infamous Academy
A w a rd - n o m in a t e d d r a m a a b o u t a
conservative religious couple (Helen Hayes
and Dean Jagger) that suspects their oldest
son (Robert Walker) to be a communist.
Things go from bad to worse when an FBI
agent (Van Heflin) arrives, revealing that the
young man may indeed be a spy. 1952. In
B&W. 122 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6973531
$11.95
*RIVER’S EDGE Widescreen. On the bank
of a river lies the naked body of a brutally
murdered young girl. At the nearby high
school, Samson (Daniel Roebuck) brags to
Matt (Keanu Reeves) and his friends about
how he killed her. When they discover he’s
telling the truth, they decide to protect him
behind a loyal wall of secrecy. Rated R. 99
minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
Item #6814190
$14.95
*MY FRIEND DAHMER Jeffrey Dahmer
is an awkward teenager struggling to make it
through high school with a family life in
ruins. His bizarre behavior at school attracts
unexpected friends, a group of band-nerds
who form The Dahmer Fan Club. But as they
near graduation, Jeff’s depravity continues
to take hold, and he spirals further out of
control. Rated R. 107 minutes. MVD Visual.
Pub. at $24.95
Item #6857671
$9.95
*THE MIRACLE WORKER Widescreen.
The 1962 classic film starring Anne Bancroft
as Annie Sullivan, the teacher whose personal
struggles provide her with the tools to assist
blind and deaf Helen Keller (Patty Duke)
connect with the outside world through sheer
willpower and compassion. In B&W. 106
minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95
Item #6822592
$14.95

Pub. at $24.95
Item #6976867

*TIERRA Widescreen. Angel (Carmelo
Gomez) is a pest control specialist and
recently released mental patient working the
soil in Spanish wine country to rid the
terrain of destructive grubs. Unexpectedly,
Angel will find romance when he falls for
two of the locals: Angela (Emma Suarez)
and Mari (Silke). Not Rated. In Spanish with
English subtitles. 124 minutes. Olive Films.
$5.95
*THE GLASS HOUSE Fullscreen. Alan
Alda stars as Jonathon Paige, a teacher
convicted of accidental manslaughter and
sentenced to prison. Meanwhile, a new
guard (Vic Morrow) begins to work at the
same prison and they experience the
violent, unpredictable dynamics of life
behind bars together. Also stars Billy Dee
Williams. English SDH. 91 minutes.
Scorpion. Pub. at $29.95
Item #2824477
$12.95
*THE SOURCE Widescreen. When Jack
Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, and William S.
Borroughs met at Columbia University in
the 1940s, they spawned a movement, then
called the Beats, that set precedents for the
political, hippie, and spiritual movements of
the 1960s and ‘70s. Starring Johnny Depp,
John Turturro, and Dennis Hopper. 88
minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95
Item #6979033
$19.95
WEST OF HERE Widescreen. Finding his
only escape in music, Gil Blackwell (Josh
Hamilton) decides to leave Boston when his
cousin dies in a car accident. Gil takes the
family’s antique truck to California, but on
the way a chance encounter reunites him
with old college flame Genevieve (Mary
Stuart Masterson), who joins his journey.
Rated R. English SDH. 80 minutes. Image
Entertainment. Pub. at $14.98
Item #4633385
$3.95
*EVA DOESN’T SLEEP Widescreen.
Argentina, 1952. The death of Eva Peron
sparks a 25-year clash between opposing
military factions over the burial of her
corpse. Inspired by true events, this
collection of episodic chapters recounts
Evita’s bizarre posthumous legacy. Stars
Gael Garcia Bernal and Denis Lavant. Not
Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 86
minutes. Film Movement. Pub. at $24.95
Item #5826152
$14.95
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Dramas
*LULU BE L L E Re c ou n t s t h e
rags-to-riches story of Broadway singing
sensation Lulu Belle (played by Dorothy
Lamour), told from the perspective of her
ex-husband, George Davis (George
Montgomery)–a lavish tale of stardom that
would end abruptly in a double-murder. In
B&W. 87 minut es. Olive Films.
Pub. at $24.95
Item #5950708
$13.95

Thrillers
TIGER HOUSE Widescreen. When Kelly
(Kayo Scodelario) sneaks into her boyfriend
Mark’s house she quickly realizes she’s not
the only unwelcome visitor. A gang of
armed robbers break in and force Mark’s
father to carry out a robbery of the bank he
manages. Kelly must use every ounce of
skill to outwit her highly skilled adversaries
in this action packed thriller. Rated R.
English SDH. 83 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertain.
Item #2847094
$4.95
THE DIABOLICAL Widescreen. When a
single mother (Ali Carter) and her two young
children are tormented by an increasingly
strange and intense presence in their quiet
suburban home, she turns to her scientist
boyfriend to take on the violent forces that
paranormal experts are too frightened to face.
Unrated. 86 minutes. XLrator Media.
Item #6837867
$4.95
INTO THE ARMS OF STRANGERS Two
years ago, Andy Barker suffered serious
brain damage in a car accident. In the last
two days, memories have started to creep
back, triggered by family portraits and
strange locations. But what those memories
reveal is not only unexpected–it’s
downright disturbing. Stars Chris Harris.
Not Rated. 101 minutes. Vanguard.
Item #6725465
$3.95

Thrillers
NO BODY FOUND Young adults are
vanishing from Orlando, Florida. The latest
to disappear is Todd Blackridge, the only
son of a wealthy land developer. Is he just
another victim of a sadistic serial killer who
delights in tormenting his victims? Rated R.
86 minutes. Maverick.
Item #6725570
$4.95
PHANTOM HALO Widescreen. Young
Samuel and his older brother Beckett hustle to
keep their fractured family afloat despite their
drunken, out of work father’s raging gambling
habit. When their father gets in debt, the
brothers get involved with a counterfeit ring,
and pull off the biggest scam of their lives.
Rated R. CC. 89 minutes. ARC Entertainment.
Item #6852432
$4.95
THE EMPLOYER Widescreen. Five
candidates are vying for the same job for a
mega-corporation whose business
practices are shrouded in mystery. The
night before the final interview the CEO
informs them they will be tested, only to find
themselves drugged and trapped in a room
fighting for survival and only one candidate
will get the job. Stars Malcolm MacDowell.
Unrated. 89 minutes. Vision Films.
Item #6877133
$2.95
CHILD 44 Widescreen. After a friend’s son
is found dead, Soviet secret-police officer
Leo Demidov (Tom Hardy) suspects his
superiors are covering up the truth. When
Leo dares to raise questions, he is exiled to a
provincial outpost. There, he soon
discovers other mysterious deaths and
convinces his new boss (Gary Oldman) that
a deranged serial killer is on the loose.
Rated R. English SDH. 137 minutes. Summit. Pub. at $14.98
Item #6988997
$6.95
*D.O.A Widescreen. Time is running out
for Dexter Cornell (Dennis Quaid). He has
just 24 hours to find out who poisoned
him–and why. In his deadly search,
everyone has a secret and everyone is
suspect, including the woman (Meg Ryan)
who loves him. Rated R. 97 minutes. Kino
Lorber. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2802112
$9.95

Thrillers

Horror

*MIDNIGHTERS Widescreen. On their way
home from ringing in the new year, Lindsey
and Jeff accidentally run down a man in the
middle of the road. Things look bad when they
discover that the stranger they hit had sinister
intentions involving them and their family. And
things go off the rails when a certain psychotic
detective comes calling. Stars Alex Essoe and
Dyland McTee. English SDH. 93 minutes.
Scream Factory. Pub. at $16.97
Item #6958702
$12.95
OUTLAW Widescreen. Returning from Iraq,
former paratrooper Bryant (Sean Bean) is
appalled by the crime that now runs rampant
and unchecked. Determined to do something
about it, he assembles a group of like-minded
men to enforce his own form of brutal justice.
Also stars Danny Dyer and Bob Hoskins. Rated
R. 100 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertain.
Item #6811965
$2.95
*THE SURVIVALIST Widescreen. In a
post-apocalyptic future, a lone survivor
(Martin McCann) mercilessly protects his
remote property from intruders. When a
mother (Olwen Fouere) and daughter (Mia
Goth) show up at his doorstep in search of
food and shelter, he reluctantly lets them in.
But paranoia could give way to violence at
any moment. Not Rated. English SDH. 104
minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97
Item #6728510
$12.95
*THE RED MENACE Fullscreen. Taken
seriously by only a few, this work of
anti-Communist propaganda was a
incendiary sensation in its time, and the first
full-length film concerning Communist
infiltration in America. When a disgruntled
ex-soldier (Robert Rockwell) gets no help
from the Veteran’s Bureau, the allure of
Communism leads him down the party line.
In B&W. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95
Item #697399X
$9.95
SHADOWS AND LIES Widescreen. When
criminal William Vincent (James Franco) falls
for a New York gangster’s (Josh Lucas) favorite
call girl (Julianne Nicholson), Vincent is forced
to flee the city, threatened with death if he
should ever return. After four years in exile, he
defies that threat, risking his life to save the
woman he loves. Rated R. English SDH. 100
minutes. Millennium. Pub. at $28.98
Item #5728479
$4.95

HUNTING THE LEGEND Widescreen. Five
years ago, a hunter vanished in the Alabama
woods. Today, the hunter’s son and a
documentary film crew venture out to find the
truth–and to exact vengeance. What they find is
much more than what they bargained for: deep
in the rugged terrain hides a huge, man-like
beast known as Sasquatch. Not Rated. 95
minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97
Item #2880091
$4.95
STIFFED Frank, Keno and Milton execute
the perfect bank heist–only to end up in the
c o u n t y m org u e a f t e r a c a r cr a s h .
Fortunately, Frank’s latest sexual conquest
is a demon-worshipping pole dancer with
big plans for a trio of crooks who can’t be
killed because they’re already dead. If only
t h e y c a n k e e p f ro m f a ll i n g
apart–professionally and physically. 100
minutes. Independent Entertainment.
Item #2782952
$3.95
THE SUMMONING Widescreen. Rachel
Iverson has been renting a room from a
middle-aged couple in Sugar Land, Texas, and
is soon to graduate from law school when her
preparations for a mock case lead her to
uncover dangerous secrets about this small
town built around a sugar manufacturing
empire. CC. 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.
Item #2900688
$2.95
WOLF CREEK 2 Widescreen. Lured by the
promise of an Australian holiday, exchange
student Paul visits the notorious Wolf Creek
Crater. His dream Outback adventure soon
becomes a horrific reality when he
encounters the site’s most infamous local,
Mick Taylor. Not rated. 106 minutes. RLJ
Entertainment.
Item #2954346
$5.95
THE BEAST OF XMOOR Widescreen. The
impulsive Georgia drags her unwilling
boyfriend Matt to the remote English
countryside to prove the existence of the
legendary Beast of Exmoor. There they meet
Fox, an eccentric hunter who agrees to be
their guide. He also believes in the
creature–and knows it has tasted human
flesh. CC. 76 minutes. Screen Media Films.
Item #5739179
$3.95
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Horror
*FESTIVAL OF FRIGHT Fullscreen. This
collection brings you an evening of 39
fearful fright film previews, featuring the
classic movie monsters from the golden
age of Hollywood. Includes some of the
silver screen’s greatest horror stars
including Vincent Price, Peter Crushing and
Boris Karloff. Includes a CD featuring 8
tracks of spooky and eerie party music. In
B&W. 70 minutes. Synergy. Pub. at $11.98
Item #3754723
$5.95
THE BLAIR WITCH PROJECT: Special
Edition Fullscreen. In October of 1994,
three student filmmakers disappeared in the
woods near Burkittsville, Maryland, while
shooting a documentary. A year later their
footage was found. A motion picture
experience unlike any other, this found
footage horror classic was a phenomenon in
its time and remains one of our most
terrifying films even today. Rated R. 87 minutes. Artisan.
Item #6988989
$5.95
*THE GRAVEYARD Young David Masters
drowns his mother’s cat Sheba in its milk,
claiming she loves it more than him. As a
grown man, he returns home with his wife and
their newborn child. His mother swears
vengeance on him, promising to toy with him
as Sheba would have played with a mouse.
Stars Lana Turner and Trevor Howard. 95
minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $12.95
Item #2917874
$9.95
*TRACK OF THE MOONBEAST A fateful
shower of lunar fragments shoots through the
atmosphere of New Mexico. A meteorite
particle strikes mineralogist Paul Carlson–and
an awful transformation begins to take place. A
creature of ancient Indian legend is on the
prowl–and this hideous monster is none other
than Paul. Stars Chase Cordell. Not Rated. 81
minutes. Substance. Pub. at $9.95
Item #2951029
$7.95
AT GRANNY’S HOUSE An elderly woman,
known as “Granny,” reluctantly accepts the
mysterious Rebecca Torrance as her live-in
caregiver. Soon, the two form a strong
friendship. But, when Rebecca sells Granny
on the idea of turning her home into a guest
house for travelers, the house becomes a
macabre place of death and love. Unrated.
85 minutes. MVD Visual.
Item #6809146
$5.95

Horror
TOXIC LULLABY Widescreen. The Crazies
meets 28 Days Later, this unique zombie
thriller follows Eloise, who wakes up in a
devastated world after a bad drug trip. In this
ruined reality, she’ll have to learn how to
survive, and just what happened to mutate
everyone around her. Not Rated. In German
with English sub title s. 92 min ute s.
Vanguard. Pub. at $19.95
Item #5702534
$5.95
THE APPARITION Widescreen. Theorizing
that the paranormal exists as a result of
human belief, a group of students attempt to
create a supernatural entity. The experiment
goes horribly wrong. Years later, a young
couple begin to experience a terrifying,
unexplained presence in their new home. If
the apparition is haunting them, how can
they possibly escape? English SDH. 82
minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.
Item #6916473
$3.95
EXORCIST: House of Evil A young woman
returns to her old family home, the site of an
infamous exorcism, and discovers the devil
never left. The film was shot in the real
exorcist house and during filming captured
both audible and visible paranormal activity
which has been left in the film giving those
who dare to watch a unique look into this
infamous house. 93 minutes. MVD Visual.
Item #6938337
$4.95
*THE SURVIVOR Widescreen. When a
747 crash lands in a Sydney suburb, it kills
everyone on board except the pilot (Robert
Powell), who emerges miraculously
unscathed. When a local psychic (Jenny
Agutter) begins to communicate with the
spirits of the doomed passengers, it unlocks
a nightmare of madness, murder, and
supernatural horror. Not Rated. 99 minutes.
Severin. Pub. at $19.98
Item #6714102
$9.95
HOUSE HUNTING Widescreen. For two
families, the dream of finding a new home is
about to become a living nightmare. Upon
entering a deserted farmhouse, they quickly
realize that every attempt to leave takes them
right back to the front door. They are being
held captive by the spirit of the house’s former
owner, who declares that only one family can
survive. Rated R. 103 minutes. Phase 4 Films.
Item #6797172
$4.95

Horror

Sci-Fi

Sci-Fi

*APPARITION OF EVIL A researcher has
discovered disturbing video evidence from a
mysterious source. The footage includes a
location scouting mission into the wild
Australian Outback. Two young filmmakers
looking for an interesting location for their
next movie find a chronicle of terrifying
paranormal monstrosity. Not Rated. 80
minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99
Item #7661118
$6.95

FROM INSIDE Based on the epic graphic
novel by John Bergin, From Inside is the
story of Cee, a young pregnant woman who
finds herself on a damaged train
tra nscrib ing it s way across a
post-apocalyptic landscape. War, famine
and a mysterious plague threaten the train’s
passengers as they search for a new home.
Unrated. 71 minutes. Lakeshore Records.
Item #6809235
$4.95
MEGA PYTHON VS. GATOROID
Widescreen. An animal activist has
accidentally unleashed a python into the
Everglades. When the hunt for the creature
results in the death of Chief Ranger Dr. Terry
O’Hara’s boyfriend, she resorts to extreme
measures by creating genetically enlarged
alligators to stop the slithering menace.
Stars ‘80s pop icons Debbie Gibson and
Tiffany. 91 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $14.98
Item #2948168
$4.95
*MOLLY Widescreen. In a barren landscape
ravaged by war, Molly, a super-powered young
woman, roams the violent post-apocalyptic
landscape, armed only with a bow and arrow.
When a sadistic ringmaster who runs an
underground fight club hears of her
supernatural abilities, he sends his sociopath
marauders to capture her and make her the
star attraction in his cage fights to the death.
91 minutes. Artsploitation. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2837420
$11.95
*ZOOLOGY Widescreen. Natasha’s
admin job at the zoo is ruined by the female
co-workers who torture her daily. Then, one
day, her dull existence takes a bizarre turn
whe n she grows a tail. Me dical
examinations follow, bringing her together
with Peter, a young radiologist who turns her
dreary life upside down. Not Rated. In
Russian with English subtitles. 91 minutes.
Arrow. Pub. at $19.95
Item #674480X
$11.95
THE INVADERS: Genesis Widescreen. The
world remains in chaos three years after an
apocalyptic nuclear war. In a small town where
survivors have gathered, the next potentially
catastrophic battle looms: A peace officer leads
a desperate struggle for control against a
merciless terrorist group. The town is divided in
its efforts to rebuild, and only one side can
survive. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Green Apple.
Item #5702313
$5.95

*NIGHTZERO Widescreen. A dinner party
turns deadly when a group of friends are
trapped inside of their house after a massive
alien invasion threatens to take over the
world. Things take a turn for the worse when
they discover that the chemical the military
is using to destroy the aliens is also turning
humans into zombie-like savages. Unrated.
Stars Katie Maloney. 81 minutes. MVD
Visual. Pub. at $19.95
Item #6896545
$7.95
COLLIDER Widescreen. Maya, a headstrong
17 year-old girl, lives in a hidden orphanage
run by a secret organization called C.I.D. When
Maya is mysteriously attacked one night, she
realizes there may be more to her story and
C.I.D could be involved. With the help of a
scientist friend she travels back in time to find
her parents and uncover the truth about her
past. Not Rated. 85 minutes. E One.
Item #382098X
$4.95

Sci-Fi
NAZIS AT THE CENTER OF THE EARTH
Widescreen. Researchers in Antarctica are
abducted by a team of masked storm
t ro op e r s . T h e y a re d r a g g e d d e e p
underground to a hidden continent in the
center of the earth. Here Nazi survivors, their
bodies a horrifying patchwork of decaying
and regenerated flesh, are planning for the
revival of the Third Reich. Starring Domique
Swain and Jake Busey. Unrated. 90 minutes. Asylum.
Item #6873251
$3.95
*HALO: Nightfall From executive
producer Ridley Scott comes a live action
sci-fi adventure extending the universe of
the videogame hit. Jameson Locke is a
member of the Office of Naval Intelligence
(ONI), Earth’s most powerful and secretive
military branch. On an alien planet, he and
his fellow agents discover a plot tied to an
ancient, hellish artifact. CC. 98 minutes.
Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.99
Item #6728324
$5.95
AVENGING FORCE: The Scarab When an
archaeologist discovers a magical stone, it
grants him strange and fantastic powers. It
then falls to him in his new guise as The
Scarab to keep an evil tyrant known as the
Sphinx, from stealing the stone and using
the power for his own diabolical use. 71
minutes. Tomcat Films.
Item #6938272
$2.95
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Family & Kids
LUCKY DOG Widescreen. A lonely puppy
has been adopted by a picky, wealthy
woman who desperately wants to win a
prestigious dog show. However, when the
dog is puppy-napped and held ransom for a
hefty sum, she realizes that her beloved pet
means much more to her than winning a
silly show. CC. 96 minutes. Phase 4 Films.
Item #6797229
$4.95
THE UNEXPECTED BAR MITZVAH Paul
Douglas is a 12-year-old Christian who dreams
of becoming a missionary to the world.
Abraham Maslow is a 12-year-old Jewish boy
instructed on how to combat the proselytizing
of Christian missionaries. The boys become
unlikely friends, each drifting away from their
doting fathers and facing difficult decisions of
faith. 126 minutes. CMD. Pub. at $12.99
Item #5779715
$2.95

Family & Kids

Item #5779693

Item #6820468

Item #6874150

Item #3620425

NEVER ALONE Despite a pact of lifelong
friendship, Jen and Lena have drifted apart
over the years. Then, when Lena is
diagnosed with cancer and given two
months to live, she makes one final wish: to
take a trip with Jen to their childhood
neighborhood. A moving examination of the
power of friendship and God’s grace. 119
minutes. CMD. Pub. at $12.99
$2.95
LAST OUNCE OF COURAGE Widescreen.
A family is struck by tragedy when a young
man is lost in combat overseas, leaving
behind a wife and young son. Years later, the
soldiers father serves as mayor of a small
town where powerful Washington interests
seek to stamp out religious expression, and
he embarks on a personal mission to restore
it. CC. 99 minutes. Veritas Entertainment.
$4.95
R.L. STINE’S MOSTLY GHOSTLY: Have
You Met My Ghoulfriend? Widescreen. Max
(Ryan Ochoa) only has eyes for Cammy (Bella
Thorne), the smart, popular redhead at school.
When Max finally scores a date with Cammy
on Halloween, Phears, an evil ghost with plans
on taking over the world, unleashes his ghouls
and things go haywire. English SDH. 91
minutes. Universal.
$4.95
*HEY DUDE: The Final Season
Fullscreen. These 13 final season episodes
kick off at full-gallop when Melody becomes
obsessed with a beauty contest, Ted
mysteriously begins shrinking, Kyle and Ted
get lost in the desert, and Jake gets threatened
by a wild guest! Stars David Brisbin, Christine
Taylor, David Lascher, and others. Five hours
on 2 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.93
$6.95

Musicals
*GO, JOHNNY GO! O n e o f t h e
swinging-est of the 1950s rock ‘n’ roll
movies, this electrifying classic loosely
follows the story of Alan Freed’s search for
the next big star, populated with way-out
performances by greats like Chuck Berry,
Ritchie Valens, Eddie Cochran, Jimmy
Clanton, and Jackie Wilson. In B&W. 75
minutes. Sprocket Vault. Pub. at $19.95
Item #674947X
$14.95

Musicals

More Movies

FREISCHUTZ: Carl Maria von Weber
Widescreen. Presents a romantic opera by
Carl Maria Von Weber. With Jorma Silvasti
as Max; Charlotte Margiono as Agathe;
Albert Dohmen as Caspar; and Sabine
Ritterbusch as Annchen. Ingo Metzmacher
leads the Philharmonisches Staasorchester
with the Chorus of the Hamburgische
Staatsoper, Jurgen Schulz Chorus Master.
In German with English subtitles. 160 minutes. Arthaus Musik.
Item #2854503
$14.95
*T H E S O U N D O F M U S I C L I V E
Widescreen. The world’s most popular
musical from Rodgers and Hammerstein
comes brilliantly to life in this ambitious,
l iv e - b ro a d ca s t p ro d u ct i on f ro m
BAFTA-nominated director Coky Giedroyc.
An enchanting experience that will remain
with you long after the last curtain call! Stars
Kara Tointon and Julian Ovenden. 119
minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97
Item #2861887
$9.95

*CLOUZOT: The Early Works
Widescreen. Before directing his first
feature, Henri-Georges Clouzot spent ten
years learning the ropes. During this prolific
period as a screenwriter he learned
cinematic grammar and began to forge his
style. This collects six varied features he
worked on from 1931-1933: frothy
comedies, boxing dramas, musicals and
melodramas. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. Over
eight hours on 3 DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $49.95
Item #2835150
$24.95
*ELIS Fullscreen. Tells the true story of Elis
Regina’s (Andreia Horta) ascension from
humble origins in an impoverished village in
the country to the glamor of Rio de Janeiro.
Despite her swift rise to success and
international recognition before the age of 20,
Elis’ life was filled with tumult and tragedy. Not
Rated. In Portuguese with English subtitles.
110 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95
Item #6897649
$7.95

Time Life

Animated TV & Movies

*THE RED SKELTON HOUR IN COLOR:
Unreleased Seasons Collects four never
before released episodes, some of which
haven’t been seen in 50 years. You’ll see
favorite characters like Freddie the Freeloader,
Sheriff Deadeye, and Clem Kadiddlehopper;
and guest stars including John Wayne, Tim
Conway, Boris Karloff, Vincent Price, Milton
Berle; and a cameo appearance by Ed
Sullivan. 178 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95
Item #3096866
$7.95

More Movies
J E S U S M E E T S T H E G AY M A N
Widescreen. Developed by looking at the
questions of what Jesus would have said or
done if He had met a gay person, the film
aims to bridge the gap between Christians
and the homosexual community, with
critical thinking and humor. Can the LGBTQ
and the Christians find forgiveness? Stars
Ruban Lawrence, Sammy Allouba, and Alex
Bodnar. CC. 107 minutes. Breaking Glass.
Item #6943845
$9.95

*POP CULTURE BENTO BOX This unique
assortment of contemporary movies and TV
episodes provides a taste of Japan’s sci-fi,
superhero and animated favorites. Includes
The Little Prince and the Eight-Headed
Dragon; Battle in Outer Space; Mothra;
Memories; Astro Boy; Viper’s Creed; and
Godzilla: The Series. Over 10 hours on two
DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98
Item #2898144
$13.95

Religion and Spirituality
*T H E S P I R I T UA L R E A L M S This
presentation is designed to instruct the
aspirant on the realities of the hidden
universe assimilating a wealth of knowledge
regarding the journey of the human soul
from the before-life state, to incarnation, to
the after-life, and beyond. 90 minutes.
Sector 5. Pub. at $19.98
Item #289713X
$14.95

Documentaries

CLASSIC CARTOON COLLECTION This
fun-filled collection features over six hours of
classic episodes starring a variety of family
favorites: Betty Boop, Popeye the Sailor,
Superman, Felix the Cat and Casper the
F r i e n d ly G h os t . Tw o D VD s . Go
Entertainment.
Item #2900378
$4.95

FLIGHT: DK Eyewitness Fullscreen. Flight
combines the story of manned flight with a
celebration of nature’s great fliers, from
birds to insects. Discover how human
designers borrow ideas from the natural
world to build today’s sophisticated
machines. 62 minutes. Dorling Kindersley.
Item #3800105
$4.95

BLADE, VOLUME 2 Widescreen. In the
second half of Season One Blade and his
human ally Makoto continue their pursuit of
Deacon Frost across Asia in an effort to
exact revenge. But that revenge may cost
Blade more than he’s willing to pay. English
SDH. 141 minutes. Sony Pictures.
Item #6925421
$4.95

SICKO: Special Edition Widescreen.
Filmmaker Michael Moore returns with a
scathing indictment of America’s health
system. He pulls back the curtain on greedy
HMOs, drug companies, and congressmen
who keep us ill, and travels to countries where
free universal healthcare is the norm. English
SDH. 123 minutes. Weinstein. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2851024
$4.95

SUPERMAN: The Last Son of Krypton
Widescreen. From the producers of the Emmy
winning Batman: The Animated Series comes
an exciting feature-length animated adventure
starring the world’s most celebrated super
hero, Superman! Featuring the voices of Tim
Daly, Dan Delany, Clancy Brown and Malcolm
McDowell. CC. 61 minutes. Warner Bros.
Enter.
Item #6982670
$5.95
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Animated TV & Movies

Documentaries
THE DEVIL CAME ON HORSEBACK Using
the exclusive photographs and first hand
testimony of former U.S. Marine Captain Brian
Steidle, this documentary takes the viewer on
an emotionally charged journey into the heart
of Darfur, Sudan, where an Arab run
government is systematically executing a plan
to rid the province of its black African citizens.
85 minutes. Mongrel Media.
Item #2839296
$3.95
*FORBIDDEN
KNOWLEDGE
Wide screen . This com prehensiv e
multi-feature set includes over three hours
of forbidden knowledge exposed! Includes
Secret of the Holy Grail; Ancient Alien
Origins; and Secret Societies and Sacred
Stones. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99
Item #295253X
$14.95
*THE SHELBOURNE HOTEL: Series 1
Widescreen. For the first time, the exclusive
190 year-old Dublin institution has allowed
cameras access to the hotel. Staff at all
levels–including VIP managers, concierges,
doormen, executive chefs, florists, and
cleaning staff–are followed by cameras as
they deal with crisis, prepare for grand events
and gear up for the arrival of celebrity guests.
Six episodes. 149 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6848907
$13.95
*COMBAT AMERICA: Hollywood Stars
in WWII Some of Hollywood’s brightest stars
joined the fight against Facism. Featured on
this DVD are four original WWII documentary
and training films, Winning Your Wings (18
minutes); Identification of the Japanese Zero
(20 minutes); Combat America (62 minutes);
and Bomber (10 minutes). Stars include Clark
Gable, James Stewart and Ronald Reagan. In
Color and B&W. 110 minutes. Periscope Film. Pub. at $19.95
Item #2990512
$11.95
*MOBILIZE Widescreen. An explosive
investigative documentary that explores the
potential long-term health effects from cell
phone radiation, including brain cancer and
infertility. Featuring interviews with expert
researchers, mobile phone industry
representatives and prominent politicians,
Mobilize illuminates how industry’s can
corrupt public health. 84 minutes.
Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6874312
$17.95

Documentaries

UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries

*FIDEL CASTRO: An Unauthorised
Biography Discover both the public and
personal life of Fidel Castro, including his
education, upbringing, and marriage as well
as the beginning of his dissent, his time in
prison, and alleged assassination attempts
a g a i n s t h is l if e . C C. 4 5 m in u t e s .
Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6857590
$7.95
*MASTER AND COMMANDER: The
Real Story Widescreen. Few films have
been as meticulously researched as Master
and Commander: The Far Side of the World.
In this fascinating film, the historians and
experts who worked behind the scenes
share the real story of how they brought their
stunning recreation of the 19th century
seafaring adventure to the big screen.
English SDH. 45 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $25.00
Item #2842645
$9.95
IVORY TOWER Widescreen. Explores the
current education crisis from the halls of
Harvard, to community colleges, to online
learning, providing a surprising look at the
university landscape. The once great
American institution is a breaking point. PG
13. CC. 90 minutes. Paramount.
Item #6808794
$5.95
*COMIX: Beyond the Comic Book
Pag es Wide screen . An e xciting
documentary about the worldwide comic
book phenomenon told through the
thoughts and images of comic book
creators, artists, writers, and collectors, but
especially the passionate fans who have
made the art form so successful. Includes
interviews with legends Stan Lee and Frank
Miller. CC. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95
Item #6871941
$13.95

*SASQUATCH HUNTERS Many believe
Bigfoot doesn’t exist, but to those who have
seen it, there is no question–Bigfoot is real.
There is definitely a living, breathing creature
lurking in the backwoods and swamps of North
America but to find any elusive animal you
have to know what to look for, as well as
knowing its behavior in order to hunt it. 70
minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.98
Item #282969X
$11.95
*CONSPIRACY CHRONICLES: 9/11,
Aliens and the Illuminati The theories and
conclusions that the Government was
responsible for 9/11, though partially true,
have taken a surprising new twist, as there may
be another explanation, one much larger in
scope and much more terrifying–an unholy
alliance between the Illuminati and an
Extraterrestrial race that has inhabited the Earth
since Man’s beginning. 75 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99
Item #2973561
$14.95
*ROBOT PLANET Today we are in the future
age of robots and artificial intelligence.
Mechanical robots will soon be outdated with
biologically created humanoids connected to
each other across the globe. They will
self-repair, gather energy from the sun and live
forever. This future world is now inevitable and
cannot be stopped. 67 minutes. Reality
Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98
Item #2897121
$11.95

UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries
*THE
TRUTH
A BOUT
THE
PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT A U.S.
Navy ship vanishes during a secret WWII
experiment. When it re-appears, observers
discover crew members embedded in the
deck and steel of the ship. This fascinating
documentary introduces Al Bielek, Preston
Nichols and Duncan Cameron–all survivors
of such bizarre U.S. experiments involving
time travel, mind control, psychic warfare and remote viewing.
180 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98
Item #1896458
$14.95
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Biography
*VICTORIAN REBEL: Marianne North
Widescreen. In the Late 1800s, Marianne
North traveled to the far corners of the world
in search of exotic botanical life, paintbrush
in hand. Join in on this journey as we
celebrate the life and adventures of this
gifted Victorian trailblazer. English SDH. 60
minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.99
Item #6851460
$5.95

Sports
*HANGMAN BOBBY JAGGERS, VOL. 1:
Legends of the Square Circle Twelve
exciting matches are collected here–matches
from Portland to Texas, including feuds, title
matches, interviews, and much more.
Wrestling stars include: Abdullah the Butcher;
Killer Brooks; Fabulous Blonds; Omar Moreno,
and many others. 117 minutes. MVD Visual.
Pub. at $9.95
Item #6848850
$3.95
*BEST OF VANCOUVER, VOLUME 2:
14 Big Matches An action filled collection
of fourteen classic wrestling matches.
Among the wrestling stars included here
are: Ric Rude; Dean Ho; Al Tomko; Chris
Colt; Mr. Pro; Delta Dawn; Buddy Wayne;
Rick Davis; and many others. 115 minutes.
MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95
Item #6848753
$5.95
*EXTREME WRESTLING LEGENDS: Rob
Van Dam & Raven Rob Van Dam and Raven
use their own physical and mental arsenal to
outwit, overpower and destroy their opponents
at all cost–even if it means a trip to the
emergency room. This DVD consists of 58
minutes of action-packed matches that won’t
disappoint even the most hard-core wrestling
fan. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2841231
$9.95

Adult DVD
*VIOLENCE AND FLESH: The Classic
Latin Erotica Collection Fullscreen. All hell
breaks loose when three violent criminals
stumble upon a private beach home owned by
a lesbian couple (Helena Ramos and Neide
Ribeiro). The criminal invaders play twisted,
perverse sex games with a houseful of
innocent women. Brazilian erotica from 1981,
in Portuguese with English subtitles. 90
minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6616186
$19.95

TV Drama

TV Action & Adventure

PBS

*FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS: The Second
Season Widescreen. Brian Glazer and Peter
Berg’s acclaimed series shines brighter than
ever with all 15 Season Two episodes. Based
on the bestselling book and film, it’s a
heartfelt look at the families, friendships and
faiths of residents in a closely-knit Texan
town. The top-notch ensemble cast includes
Kyle Chandler, Connie Britton, Aimee
Teegarden and others. Nearly 11 hours on three DVDs. Mill
Creek. Pub. at $14.98
Item #5798337
$9.95

*MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER
RANGERS: Season One Rita Repulsa and
her loyal minions have been freed from
prison on the Moon. Filled with rage, Rita
decides to conquer the nearest
planet–Earth. But her archnemesis, Zordon,
has been waiting for this day. With help from
his robotic sidekick and five teens with
attitude, they’re ready to defend Earth as the
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers. Packaged in a steelbook case. Over
20 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.99
Item #2982277
PRICE CUT to $17.95

TV Crime Solvers

TV Comedy

DIRK GENTLY’S HOLISTIC DETECTIVE
AGENCY: Season One Widescreen. Meet
Dirk Gently (Samuel Barnett), the fast
talking, eccentric detective who believes in
the interconnectedness of all things. When
washed-up rocker Todd (Elijah Wood)
stumbles upon the scene of a murdered
millionaire, Dirk wholly believes they’re
destined to work together. Includes all
Season One Episodes. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. BBC.
Item #3763870
$5.95

STACKE D: The Com plete Ser ies
Widescreen. Pamela Anderson stars as
Skyler Dayton, a reformed party girl in need
of a lifestyle makeover, who takes a job at a
family-run bookstore. Determined to prove
her ample talents without relying on her
ample “talents,” the buxom beauty pours on
the sweet-natured charm and refreshing
honesty in this hilarious comedy series.
Collects all 14 episodes. CC. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. 20th
Century Fox. Pub. at $19.98
Item #6579140
$9.95
RENO 911! The Complete Fifth Season
Fullscreen. The deputies of Reno 911! are back
with their most ridiculous season yet, with 16
episodes that’ll leave you stewed, screwed, and
tattooed. In Season Five, Wiegel meets her real
daddy, the department hires a former sex slave
worker and the team takes on a badass bounty
hunter. Stars Cedric Yarbrough and Niecy Nash.
Nearly 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount.
Item #6967639
$7.95

TV Action & Adventure
CHIPS: The Complete First Season
Fullscreen. Set in the sun-drenched sprawl
of Los Angeles, this TV classic combines
action, heroics and fun in 22 Season One
episodes whose event-packed storylines
range from freeway gridlock to wild roadway
pursuits. Stars Erik Estrada and Larry Wilcox
and Robert Pine. Over 17 hours on six DVDs.
Warner Bros. Enter.
Item #2796414
$7.95

PBS
*BRAVEHEART: The Real Story
Widescreen. Braveheart won major awards
and made William Wallace, a 13th century
Scottish warrior, an unforgettable Hollywood
character. This documentary examines new
archaeological evidence, reveals recently
deciphered ancient manuscripts, and
conducts forensic experiments to uncover the
true story of this legendary warrior. English
SDH. 45 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $14.99
Item #692753X
$11.95

*THE WARRIOR TRADITION Widescreen.
Tells the astonishing, heartbreaking, inspiring,
and largely untold story of Native Americans in
the United States military. The film chronicles
the accounts of Native American warriors from
their point of view, stories of service and pain,
of courage and fear. English SDH. 60 minutes.
PBS. Pub. at $24.99
Item #3811336
$19.95
* 1916: The Irish Rebellion Widescreen.
Narrated by acclaimed actor and Irish native
L i a m N e e s on , t h i s d o c u m e n t a r y
commemorates the “Easter Rising” in 1916,
with a combination of rarely seen archival
footage, new segments filmed on location
worldwide, and interviews with leading
international experts. Includes the untold
story the Irish Americans played in the lead
up to the rebellion. 180 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99
Item #5697689
$19.95
*THE WEAPON HUNTER: Season One
Widescreen. Military history buff Paul Shull
is on a mission to touch, hold, and fire some
of the greatest pieces of weaponry on the
planet. Get an up-close look at some of the
most iconic weapons of the last 150 years
and witness the awesome firepower they still
possess. English SDH. Five hours on 2
DVDs. Smithsonian. Pub. at $29.99
Item #593236X
$24.95
*SPYING ON THE ROYALS Widescreen.
The secret story behind the events that
stunned the world eighty years ago,
detailing the most controversial espionage
operation in British history. The targets were
none other than King Edward VIII and his
feisty American lover Wallis Simpson. This
two-part documentary will reveal the
greatest royal scandal of the twentieth
century. English SDH. 100 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99
Item #6865615
$19.95
*HANNIBAL IN THE ALPS Widescreen.
For more than 2,000 years, nobody has
been able to prove the route Hannibal took
across the Alps–until now. Explorers,
archaeologists, and scientists combine
state of the art technology, ancient texts,
and a recreation of the route itself to prove
conclusively where Hannibal’s army made it
across the Alps–and exactly how he did it.
English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99
Item #6927491
$19.95
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PBS
*MYANMAR’S KILLING FIELDS:
FRONTLINE Widescreen. As of May 2018,
almost one million Rohingya refugee from
Myanmar are living in the world’s largest
refugee camp across the border in
B a n g l a d e s h . T h i s c o m p re h e n s i v e
investigation is a vivid and harrowing look at
what drove them there. English SDH. 60
minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99
Item #6985637
$5.95
*THE WOMAN IN THE IRON COFFIN
Widescreen. In 2011, construction workers
were shocked to uncover the remains of a
woman in an abandoned lot in Queens, New
York. Buried in an elaborate iron coffin, the
body belonged to a young African American
woman who died in the first half of the 19th
century. A team of historians and scientists
investigate this woman’s story and the time
in which she lived. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99
Item #2853671
$19.95
*SACRED: Milestones of a Spiritual Life
Widescreen. Shot by more than 40 filmmaking
teams around the world, Sacred immerses the
viewer in the daily use of faith and spiritual
practice. At a time when religious hatreds
dominate the world’s headlines, this film
explores faith as primary human experience,
and how people turn to ritual and prayer to
invigorate the milestones and crises of private
life. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99
Item #2853647
$7.95

Blu-ray
A Blu-ray player is required to view
these high definition videos. These
discs will NOT work in a DVD player.

Item #383686X

PERSEPOLIS Widescreen. Writer and
director Marjane Satrapi draws a poignant
story about a young girl in Iran during the
Islamic Revolution, when people’s hopes
were dashed as fundamentalists took
power. A 2007 Academy Award nominee
for Best Animated Feature. In French with
English subtitles. In Color and B&W. 95
minutes. Sony Pictures.
$4.95

Blu-ray

Blu-ray

A Blu-ray player is required to view
these high definition videos. These
discs will NOT work in a DVD player.

A Blu-ray player is required to view
these high definition videos. These
discs will NOT work in a DVD player.

SALT Widescreen. Evelyn Salt, a trusted
CIA operative, goes on the run when a
Russian defector convinces her superiors
that she’s a double agent sent to assassinate
the President of the United States. As the
intense manhunt heats up, Salt uses all her
skills as a covert operative to elude capture.
Stars Angelina Jolie. English SDH. 100
minutes. Columbia.
Item #3836886
$5.95
IMMORTALS 3D Widescreen. Power-mad
King Hyperion (Mickey Rourke) threatens to
destroy all of humanity on his maniacal
quest to obtain the ultimate weapon–the
legendary Epirus Bow that gives the power
to unleash war on both Heaven and Earth.
But Theseus (Henry Cavill), chosen by the
gods, rises up to stop Hyperion’s rampage.
Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions.
Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. 20th Century Fox.
Item #2947986
$5.95
FARSCAPE: The Complete Season
Four American astronaut John Crichton
(Ben Browder) is floating in space, his
experimental Farscape module running
out of fuel. The love of his life–the former
Peacekeeper pilot Aeryn Sun–is gone.
His friends, along with his home for the
past three years, have been swallowed by
a wormhole. Can he find hope as Season
Four begins? Collects all 22 Season Four episodes. English
SDH. Over 17 hours on five Blu-rays. Flatiron.
Item #2788098
$9.95
FARSCAPE: The Complete Season
Three The third season of this sci-fi favorite
explores the wonders, possibilities and
dangers of the wormhole phenomenon
more completely than ever before. Through
more ominous, adult-themed tales, the
series also peeks into the darker corners of
the minds of Moya‘s crew. Collects all 22
Season Three episodes. Stars Ben Browder.
English SDH. Over 17 hours on five Blu-rays. Flatiron.
Item #278808X
$14.95

DON QUICHOT: Ludwig Minkus
Widescreen. The Dutch National Ballet
presents this stunning production of Don
Quichot and his knave Sancho Panza as
they rescue the beautiful Kitri. With Anna
Taygankove as Kitri; Matthew Golding as
Basilio; Peter de Jong as Don Quichot;
and Karel Rooij as Sancho Panza. Music
by Ludwig Minkus. Kevin Rhodes
conducts the Holland Symfonia. In Dutch with English subtitles.
133 minutes. Arthaus Musik.
Item #2854457
$7.95
*UNKNOWN SOLDIER Widescreen.
The story of an infantry unit’s three-year
t o u r of d u t y d u r i n g t h e F in n i s h
Continuation War. The film follows the
story of Rokka, Kariluoto, Koskela,
Hietanen, and their brothers in arms. It
shows how friendship, humor, and the
will to live unite these men on their way to
the battlefront and back. In Finnish with
English subtitles. Three hours. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $34.95
Item #2900165
$24.95
*THE TRIP TO BOUNTIFUL
Widescreen. Trapped in a tiny apartment
under the care of her cowardly son and his
shrewish wife, Carrie is determined to
escape and return to her girlhood home.
Seizing her chance and her Social
Security check, Carrie sets out on an
unforgettable journey. Stars Geraldine
Page and Rebecca De Mornay. 108
minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95
Item #2783118
$19.95
*SLEEPOVER Widescreen. Alex Vega
stars in this irresistible comedy about four
best friends who embark on a zany,
all-night scavenger hunt against their
popular girl rivals. The all star-cast
includes Steve Carrell, Brie Larson, Jane
Lynch and Sara Paxton. CC. 89 minutes.
MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95
Item #2853507
$14.95
*MACUNAIMA Fullscreen. This 1969
anarchic comedy mixes ancient myths,
racial burlesque, and urban guerrillas into
a hallucinatory masterpiece. Thumbing
its nose at the authoritarian government
then reigning in Brazil, Macunaima is a
vibrant and politically combustible
comedy at the cutting edge of the
Tropicalist avant-garde. In Portuguese
with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95
Item #2887258
$19.95
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